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Through different Judgments of similar cases as the starting point, this paper 
discusses the role definition of Judges during a trial. In this paper, I divides the 
cases Judge met into two categories, easy and hard. According to the case facts 
Judge faces and the differences of applicability of law resulting in differences of 
role expectation, the author respectively discusses the role delineation of Judge. 
 
The paper consists of three chapters. Chapter 1 consists of three parts, firstly 
discussing the pluralism and conflict of the Judge role. Paper argues that in the 
conflict of pluralism role, the Judge should return to the specification of basic role; 
But once the case is different, specification of basic role dose not change, while 
the role expectation gets some kind of changing. Secondly, through the theoretical 
aspect and practical aspect, the paper respectively discusses the definition of 
Judge role. Finally, paper makes a explaination of the easy cases and hard cases. 
Chapter 2, mainly discusses the role definition of Judge and the meaning of 
discussing this subJect in an easy case. In such cases there are not much dispute 
on the facts, and not big difficulties with applicability of law. This moment the 
Judge role expectation is more than being played in law neutrally and obJectively. 
In chapter 3, the particularity of the case facts in hard cases, causes difficulty of 
application of the law, so the Judge's role expectation is kind of legislative. 
Meanwhile paper emphasizes that Judge's legislative role should be limited a lot. 
Any kind of freedom or power means a kind of responsibility. The Judge should 
be more active to let law applicable, but also be prudent and moderate in a hard 
case. Through the application of law in hard cases, conclusion presents the Judge's 
Judgment is effected by his own subJective factors which is not only inevitable 














trial, a good Judge need to improve his internality thinking ability particularly in 
the process of using law ,For purpose of establishing dignity and authority of 
Judicial, Judicial process is not focusing on summoning comprehensive of the 
truth, but also objectivity of law-truth , skills in the administration of Justice and 
variety of legal thought. That importance of the role Judge plays and difficulty 
Judge faces in a role-play requires Judge to improve his internality thinking ability 
and skills in the administration of Justice. 
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